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Abstract.

Interior

a priori error estimates in Sobolev norms are derived from interior Ritz-

Galerkin equations which are common to a class of methods used in approximating
of second order elliptic boundary
of piecewise polynomial
nonuniform

meshes.

value problems.

The estimates

solutions

are valid for a large class

subspaces used in practice, which are defined on both uniform and

It is shown that the error in an interior

domain

ÍÍ

with the best order of accuracy that is possible locally for the subspaces

can be estimated

used plus the

error in a weaker norm over a slightly larger domain which measures the effects from outside of the domain
fined on a uniform

ii.

Additional

mesh.

results are given in the case when the subspaces are de-

Applications

to specific boundary

value problems are given.

0. Introduction. There are presently many methods which are available for computing approximate solutions of elliptic boundary value problems which may be classified as Ritz-Galerkin type methods. Many of these methods differ from each other
in some respects (for example, in how they treat the boundary conditions) but have
much in common in that they have what may be called "interior Ritz-Galerkin equations" which are the same. Here we shall be concerned with finding interior estimates
for the rate of convergence for such a class of methods which are consequences of
these interior equations. Let us briefly describe, in a special case, the type of question
we wish to consider.
Let £2 be a bounded domain in R^ with boundary 9£2 and consider, for

simplicity, the problem of finding an approximate solution of a boundary value problem

(0.1)
(0.2)

Am=/ in £2,
Au =g on 9£2,

where A is some boundary operator. Suppose now that we are given a one-parameter
family of finite-dimensional subspaces Sh (0 < A < 1) of an appropriate Hilbert

space in which u lies and that, for each A, we have computed an approximate solution
un GSh to u using some Ritz-Galerkin type method. Here we have in mind, for

example, methods such as the "engineer's" finite element method [8], [22], the
Aubin-BabusTcapenalty method [2], [4], the methods of Nitsche [12], [13] or the
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Lagrange multiplier method of Babuäka [3]. Consider now subdomains £20 and £2,
of £2. with £20 CC £2, CC £2. We seek estimates for the error u - un as A —►0

in various Sobolev norms on £20, valid for a large class of such methods. The
estimates will implicitly take into consideration possible "pollution" from effects
outside of £20. These may be, for example, due to the following: (i) the smooth-

ness of the boundary; (ii) the way in which a given method treats the boundary
conditions; (iii) the smoothness of the solution outside of say £2t.
In the special case of Eq. (0.1), our interior equations are as follows:
u satisfy (0.1) in £2, and uh G Sh he given satisfying

where S (£2,) is the subspace of S

Let

consisting of elements whose support is con-

tained in £2j. For example, we may consider Sn to be such that its restriction to
£2j consists of splines generated by a fi-spline basis defined on a uniform mesh of
size A (cf. [19]). The broad class of triangular elements with maximum size A defined by Bramble and Zlámal [8] (here the triangulation need not be uniform)
or Hermite splines on a uniform mesh of size A are other examples of such spaces.
The Eq. (0.3) is common to all the methods previously cited.
One type of result we shall prove is the following: Suppose the subspace Sh
has the following approximability property (and some others shared for example by
the subspaces cited above). Let m G Hr(Çlx), then there exists a UnGSh such that

(0.4)

fc-Mo.n^OTIMr.n,

where ll'll,.,«.

is the norm on the Sobolev space /T(S2j)

Suppose further that

un G Sh satisfies (0.3).

teger p, there exists a constant

and //^(fij)

= Z,2(£2,).

Then, for any given nonnegative in-

C independent of A, u and un such that for A

sufficiently small

(0.5)

II"-"A,

Here the negative norm

a0<CQir\M\r>0l + IN-"„Lp, n,)||*||

n

denotes the norm of dual space of the Sobolev

space Hp(£ll) (cf. Section 1).
In view of (0.4), the estimate (0.5) may be interpreted as follows: If m G
/^(ßj), then the error in the norm of Z.2(£20) over any compact subdomain £20
of £2j may be estimated with the best order of accuracy that the subspace Sh can
provide over £2, plus the error in the much weaker norm of H~p(£ll).

We

emphasize that, since (0.3) is local in nature, so is the estimate (0.5), in the sense
that, when related to boundary value problems, they do not explicitly involve the
particular boundary operators, the nature of the boundary,

the manner in which the

particular method treats the boundary operators and the nature of the solution outside of £2j. As remarked previously, all of these may have an effect on the rate of
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convergence on £20. All of these effects are lumped together in the term
II" _ "ftll-p n >which must be estimated separately for each particular problem.
One way this can be done is to first use the inequality IMLP( n, < ||e|l_ n. For

many methods, the estimate for ||e||_ n already exists in the literature and is
obtained by using a modification of a duality argument of Nitsche [15]. The significance of the negative norm is that, under some very important circumstances,
one can prove high rates of convergence in negative norms with relatively less re-

quirements on the smoothness of u than one would need, for example, to obtain
the same rate of convergence for the error in the L2

norm.

Interior estimates for L2 projections were given in [17].

Interior estimates

for elliptic difference operators were obtained by Thomée and Westergren [20] and

Thome'e [21]. We would like to thank the organizers of the conference "On the
mathematical foundations of the finite element method", University of Maryland,
Baltimore, June 1972 for allowing us to present the results given in this paper.
An outline of our paper is as follows. Section 1 contains notations and some
preliminary notions. In Section 2, we define the approximating properties of the
subspaces Sh which we shall need. In Section 3, we introduce the interior equations and, in Section 4, we prove some interior duality estimates. Section 5 contains the first of our results on interior rates of convergence which are valid, for
example, for some classes of piecewise polynomial subspaces which may be defined

on uniform or nonuniform meshes. In Section 6, we consider subspaces which
have certain translation invariant properties (satisfied by the previous examples
defined on uniform meshes). This allows us to discuss the interior rate of convergence of difference quotients of un to derivatives of u. In Section 7, we apply
the results to specific boundary value problems and to several methods.
This paper is concerned with interior Galerkin equations associated with
second order differential operators.
higher order equations.

The methods easily generalize to corresponding

1. Notation and Preliminaries.
real valued.
space).
For

Let R

be a bounded open set in R^

s > 0 any real number

5 on R, i.e., for s > 0
der the norm

(1.1)

All functions considered in this paper will be

IP(R)

will denote the Sobolev space of order

an integer, HS(R)

||«ll, R=(

T

(TV-dimensional Euclidean

is the completion of C°°(Î2) un-

WDPuW2
■■

where H°(R) = L2(R) and ||u |ß_ Ä = ¡R\u\2dx. For k > 0, an integer, and
k < s < k + 1, HS(R) is defined by interpolation between Hk(R) and
Hk+i(R)
(cf. [11]).
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For s > 0 an integer, HS(R)

will denote the completion of C£(R)

under

the norm (1.1). For k > 0 an integer and k < s < k + 1, IF(R) is defined
by interpolation between Hk(R) and Hk+l(R).
O
For s < 0 any real number, HS(R) will denote the completion of Cq (R)
under the norm

(1.2)

llullj,R =

sup
i)6H

(u, v)/\\v\\_StR
S(R)

where (u,v) = JRuvdx.
For s < 0 any real number, Hs(ü.) will denote the completion of C°°(R) under
the norm

lll"lll,,Ä=

sup

(u, v)/\\v\\_sR.

v(EH~S(R)

Let £2X be a bounded open set in R^.

In what follows, we shall be concerned

with bilinear forms of the type

(1.3)

r

B(u, v) = J

I N

( T

a^D^DjV

N

\

+ T b((x) (Dtu)v + c(x)uv)dx,

UlV/-i

'-1

defined on Z/1(Í2j) x //'(Oj),

/

where, for simplicity, the coefficients a«, b¡, c are

assumed to be of class C°°(£2 ,).
Such forms may be associated (in a nonunique way) with partial differential opera-

tors of the form
N

(1.4)

N

Lu = - T aaDiDju+ T W
1,7= 1

+au=f.

i= 1

The form B comes about by integrating by parts so that
(1.5)

(Lu, v) = B(u, v)

holds for all u, v GC"^).
In what follows, Cv C2, •••, Ct will denote constants. We shall frequently omit
subscripts and simply write C for a constant which is not necessarily the same in any
two places. C(G, p) means, for example, that the constant

parameters

C depends on the known

G and p.

We shall not require that B(u, v) he symmetric. We define the adjoint B* of

B to be

(1.6)

B*(u, v) = B(v,u).
The following regularity assumption will be made concerning B(u, v):

Rl.

There exists a constant d. > 0 such that, if G CC £2, is any (open) sphere

with diam (G) < c/,, then B(u, v) is coercive over H (G), i.e., there exists a constant

C, depending only on d¡ such that
(1.7)

(C1)2||M||^G<Ä(t7,

«)<(C,r2||W||^

G forall

uGH\G).

Remark 1.1. It follows immediately from (1.5) that B* satisfies Rl.
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Remark 1.2. Assumption Rl is always satisfied if d} is sufficiently small, provided B(u, v) is uniformly elliptic on £2,, i.e., there exists a constant OO
suchthat
for all x G £2 , and all real vectors
N

f = (ri,—,J>r)*0,

N

TV

E T an(x)s¿j
/=i i=i

i=i

For then Garding's inequality holds in £2p i.e., there exist positive constants C2 and
C3 such that

C2\\u\\2uni-C3\\u\\2oni<B(u,u)

for all uGH1^).

Now, Poincaré's inequality states that

||«||0iG<diam(C)

||«||1>G for all uGHx(G).

The inequality (1.7) follows immediately from the last two inequalities by taking

diam (G) <<i1 to be sufficiently small.
We shall find the following lemma useful later on.

Lemma 1.1. (Cf. e.g. [1], [5].) Let G CC £2, be a sphere with diam (G) < dl.
Suppose that f G If (G), s > 0, then there exist uniquely determined functions
v belonging to HS+ 2(G) n Hl(G) satisfying

(1.8)

u and

B(u, xP)= B*(v, i//) = (/ V) for all xyG îl\G).

Furthermore, there exists a constant C, which depends on s but is independent of

f and G, such that

o-9)

H+i, g < ciia, & \M\s+2t
G< cm., a-

2. Finite-Dimensional Subspaces of //'(iîj).
Let £2t CC R^ be .an open set.
In this section, we shall define a class of finite-dimensional subspaces of //'(fi,)
which have properties that are shared by many finite-dimensional subspaces used in
practice to approximate solutions of partial differential equations. We shall first state
the approximation properties which we shall need and then give some examples.
Let A be a parameter and k and r given integers with 1 < k < r. Sk £2X)
will denote a one-parameter family of finite-dimensional subspaces of //*'c(£21). For

^0 — ^i ' we define

Si, rW

= fo G Sk, r("l)l SUPP* £ "o >■

Let G0 and G, with GQ CC G CC £2j, be arbitrary but fixed concentric spheres.
We shall make the following approximability assumptions concerning Sk r(£2¡):

There exists an A0 < 1, depending in general on G0 and G, such that for all

AG(0,Ao]:
A.l. (i) For each u G Hl(G), there exists an riGShk r(£2,) such that for any

0 < s < k, s<Kr,

(2.1)

H"-ifll,, G<CA'-%||/jG.
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(ii) Furthermore, if m G kl(GQ), then 7?G Sk¡ r(G).
Remark. If coGC^(G0) and u G H1(G), then cjuGH1(G0)
from (ii) that 17G Sk¡ r(G) and

(2'2)

and it follows

IM -t?IIJpG<CA'-s||a||/iG,

where C = C(GQ, G, co).
A.2. Let to G C£ (G0) and un G s£ ,(£2,), then there exists an 17G Sk¡ r(G)
such that
(2.3)

IMh-T?||1>G<CA||«ft||1G,

where C = C(GQ, G, to).

A.3. For'each A G (0, A0], there exists a set Gn, G0 CC Gh CC G such that,
if 0 < v < x < k, then for all ip G Shk>r(£2j)

Remark. If Green's formula is valid on Gn and p > 1 is an integer, then it
can be shown, as a consequence of (2.4), that

(2-5)

Mlo>Gh<^~pIMLp,Gfc.

where C = C(G0, G).
We shall now give some examples of subspaces which satisfy A.l, A.2, and A.3.
Example I. Let S£ ,(£2j) denote the restriction to £2, of Hermite splines defined on a uniform mesh with sides of length A. Here k = m, r = 2tt2, /n = 1, 2,
•••, etc. For m = 2, these are the piecewise cubic polynomials which are of class Cl.

Example 2. Consider R2 and let Shk ,.(£2,) be the restrictions to £2, of the
Briefly, these are piecewise polynomials
in two variables of order 4m + 1 (m = 0, 1, •••) defined on a regular triangulation
(i.e., the smallest interior angle of all the triangles is uniformly bounded away from
zero) whose length of the largest side of any triangle is less than or equal to h. We
note here that these triangulations are generally not uniform. Here, we may take
triangular elements of Bramble-Zlámal [8].

k = m + l and r = 4m + 2 (m = 0, 1, •••).
Example 3. Let Sk r(£2,) be the restriction to £2, of splines generated by
a 5-spline basis [19], defined on a uniform mesh in R^ with sides of length A.

These are tensor products of one-dimensional piecewise polynomials of order m - 1

which are globally C"~2

(m = 1, 3, •••)• Here, k = m - 1, r = m (m = 2, 3, •••).

For these examples, Property A.l is well known. Property A.3 follows easily
from [14].

Property A.2 is more delicate than Property A.l.

We shall verify it here

in the case of Example 2.
Let G0, G, co and uh be as in A.2, and let G he covered by a regular
triangulation on which the Bramble-Zlámal elements are defined. Let us number the

triangles by T¡. Then it follows from (15) of [8] that
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y \, 11, I2
\\fMh - nft2 G << rh2(*m
CA2(4m++ t)») T\couh
'2

l"lL+2, r, =

T

llDa"Ho,r,-

|a| = 4m + 2

and the sum in (2.6) is taken over those triangles T. such that their union contains
the support of co. Certainly, this may be chosen so that \JiTi C G for A sufficiently small. Now, using Leibnitz's rule on each of the triangles T¡, noticing that
DPuh = 0 for '\a\ = 4m +2
variables), we obtain

(2.7)

(since un is a polynomial of order 4m + 1 in two

\\couh- r?||2 G < CA2<4m+ ^T\\uh\

2
4m + 1, T¡>

where C in general depends on to. Since un is a polynomial and the triangulation

is regular, we have

where C is independent of uh and Tt. Hence,

fc*»-v\\],G< ça2Z im?, tí < attohfi, g
i
which is precisely (2.3).
We remark that the proof of Property
ample 1) follows in a similar manner using
an estimate is obtained analogous to (2.6).
only those derivatives which annihilate the
side.

A.2 in the case of Hermite splines (Exthe results of Bramble-Hilbert in [6], where
We*make essential use of the fact that
Hermite splines occur on the right-hand

3. Interior Equations. Let B(u,v) be defined by (1.3) and uG//'1(i2j).

We

shall be primarily interested in deriving error estimates for u - un, where uh G
Sk r(£2j) satisfies

(3.1)

B(u - uh, ip)= 0 Vv G §1 r(£2,).

Let us note that, in view of (1.4) and (1.5), (3.1) may be rewritten as

(3.2)

B(uh, ip)= (Lu, ip)= (f, ip) WipG 5£ r(Q,).

An interesting special case occurs when Lu = 0 or B(u, v) = 0 V v G if1 (£2^, for

then unGSk

(3-3)

^(£2j) satisfies

B(uh,ip) = 0

V^eS*p ,(£2,).

Here, un may be thought of as a discrete analogue (relative to the subspace

Sk ,.(£2,)) of a weak solution of Lu = 0 in £2t. Such uh will play a central
role in deriving error estimates.
In obtaining error estimates for difference quotients for certain classes of sub-
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spaces, it will be convenient for us to consider uh satisfying a more general form

of (2.1); namely
(3.4)

B(e, ip) = B(u - un, ip) = Ae(ip) V^e^

In general, ^4„(co) is, for each u G //'(ßj),

r(£2t).

a bounded linear functional defined for

we/Z^fij)
for any - 1 < s.
For any open set Gcfl,
and - 1 < s, an integer, we define

(3.5)

II^L,, g =

SUP

\Aei»W\\v\\s+2,G-

uE//s+2(G)

Here, we are essentially defining the norms on Ae by duality with respect to the
Hl(G) norm.

Let us note that, if G0 Ç G,, then

(3-6>

IWeL,, GQ<\\Ae\\-s, GV

and, if —1 <s,

W

<s2, then

UeLS2,G<UeLSltG.
4. Interior Duality Estimates. For the remainder of this section, we shall assume

that R.l, A.l, A.2 and A.3 hold and that G0 CC G are concentric spheres with
diam (G) <ci,

(as in R.l) and G CC £2,. We shall now discuss the properties of

the error e = u - uh satisfying B(e, ¡p) = Ae(ip) for all ip G Shk r(G).

The main result in this section is the following:

Lemma 4.1. Let u G Hl(Slt),

uh G Shk ,.(£2,) with 1 < k < r and let p>0

be a fixed but arbitrary integer. Let GQ CC G be as above and suppose that e =

u - uh satisfies

(4.1)

B(u-uh,tp)=Ae(ip),

V*€S*

r(£2,).

Then

(4-2)

Hello,Go < C(AIHIi,G + "e"-p, g + *Meh, G + Huello.g)>

where C = C(G0, G, p, atj, bv c).
In order to prove Lemma 4.1, we shall use the following:

Lemma 4.2. Let s > 0 be an integer. Then, for y = min (s + 1, r - 1),

(4.3)

IlelL,,Go <GfÄ7IHIifg + IML,-,, g +*yMeh, g + MeU-s,g)

where C = C(s, G0, G, ai}, bt, c).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let us first show that (4.2) follows from (4.3). Let
G0 CC G, CC ••• CC G = G be concentric spheres. We have from (4.3), with
s = 0 and 7=1, that
||e||0iGo<C(A||ei1)Gi
+lle||_1)Gl +h\\Ae\\liGi + IHell0>G,).
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G- Since A < 1, we have that

llello,Go<CC*lll,G2 +«ell-2,G2 +ÄM.B»,«, + Mello, G2).
where we used (3.6) and (3.7). Continuing in this fashion, the desired result (4.2)

is easily obtained.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let G0 CC G' CC G be concentric spheres and let
to G C^ (G') with to = 1 on G0. Then, for s > 0, we have that

llelL, G, < HweL, G =

sup

(toe, /)/||/||,

G.

fGHs(G)

Now, toe G//(G)

and it follows from Lemma 1.1 that, for each fGHs(G),

there

exists a unique v CIP + 2(G) n H1 (G) such that (t?,/) = B(r\, u) for all 77G H1 (G)

with IMIJ+2>G<CB/||Í> G. Hence
(4.4)

l|e|Lí;G0<C

SUP,
i)e/íI+

*(<«*. ")/.MI, +2, G-

2(G)

Let us now examine £(toe, u) in detail. We have
ç

N

B(oje,v) = JG T
(4.5)

'=1

N

T djjD^^DjVdx
/=1
TV

+ JG Z

b,(DA(o)e))vdx+ JGccoevdx.

1=1

Integration by parts yields

Ä(toe, y) = /3(e, cou)
r

^£)

N

+ Jg Z
i= 1

N

Z elDfafiDiuW+ayD^v+baiDAuWdx
i= 1

= fi(e, cou) + /.
We shall now estimate these terms. Since e satisfies (4.1), we have, for any

* e ft. r(G)>
|£(e, tou)| < |5(e, tou - i//)| + He(tou - xp)\ + He(tou)|.

Choosing \p satisfying (2.2), we obtain, using (3.5), that

(4.7)

\B(e,o»>)\< CQO\\ß\\x,
G + A^ll,,

G + IHeLs, cÄ

+ z, G,

where 7 = min (r - 1, s + 1).
Since £>,.toG C\^(G'), it follows that

(4^

\I\<C\\e\Ls_ltGMs+2,G-

The inequality (4.3) now follows from (4.8), (4.7), (4.6) and (4.4).
5. Interior Error Estimates. We now turn to error estimates for solutions of
(3.1). We shall first state our results.

Theorem 5.1. Let £20 CC £2j CC RN, u G/r^fi,),

"„ 6^,

r(í2,), wAere

1 < k < r and p is a nonnegative integer, arbitrary but fixed. Suppose that R.l,
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A.l, A.2 and A.3 are satisfied. There exists a 0 < At < 1 such that, if e = u - un

satisfies (3.1), then for all A G (0, Aj

(i) If s = 0,1 and 1< / < r,
(5A)

Ms, n0«&"Mk

(ii) // 2 < s < / < r, s<k<r,

a. +M-P.I.,)then

wAeT-eC=CO, £20, £2P a</, Z>¿,c).
We note that if B(u, u) = 0 V u G Z/1(£2j), then un satisfies

(5.3)

B(uh,ip) = 0

VipCS»_ .inf-

using Theorem 5.1, we may obtain estimates for both w and wft. In particular,
for «ft we are at liberty to set u = 0 in Theorem 5.1 and we have

(5-4)

IKIIi,üo<CKILp, ii,-

If u - un satisfies (3.4) we have:
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem (5.1) are satisfied except that e = u - un satisfies (3.4); then instead of (5.1) we have

(5"5) Ho, to0«X*'\M,, m + IHI-p,n, +"H4elli, o,+ Wello,ii,)
and

(5-6)

llalli,iio «**,""1Mt n, + lle|Lp>
a. + MJlt „,),

vvAere C = C(p, £20, £2j, a^, b¡, c).
We shall first prove a local version (Lemma 5.2) of the estimate (5.4). For the
remainder of this section, we shall assume that R.l, A.l, A.2 and A.3 hold.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that uh G S\ ^(£2¡) satisfies (53) and that G0 CC
G CC £2j are concentric spheres with

diam (G) < dv

Let p be a nonnegative

integer arbitrary but fixed; then, for A sufficiently small,

(5"7)

Klll,Go<C(^l"Jll,G+H"JLp>G),

wAere C = C(p, G0, G, aijt b{, c).
Proof. For any given vCHl(G), let PvGShkr(G)
defined as the solutions of the equations

(5.8)

B(v-Po,xp) = 0, V^SJ,

(5-9)

B(x,v-P*v)=0,

VX6S't,

and P*v C°Shk r(G) be

,(G),
r(G).

It follows from (1.7) that Pv and P*v exist and are unique and furthermore
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HA7II,G < CsjB(Pv,Pv) < C

(5.10)
<c

osuP
^.es^

sup

947

B(Pv,ip)/\\ip\\l G

^sl r(G)
b(v, vO/lMli>G < Ni, g-

,(G)

In a similar fashion, we obtain

(5.11)

r*u||liG<C||u||lG.

Let G0 CC G' CC G be concentric spheres, co G C°^(G') with to = 1 on
G0 and set un = to«,,. We have

(5.12)

\\uh\\XtGo < \\uh\\ly G < HETÄ
-Pïïh\\u

G + iiffi-ji^ G.

We shall estimate these terms separately. Since i^GS^

v =un,it

^(G) satisfies (5.8) with

follows from (1.7) that

&» - ttJi,

G < C»"ft- »»11.
G for any * G H, ÂG)-

In view of (2.3), we have
(5.13)

\\uh-p¡rjliG<ch\\un\\UG.

Now let us consider the second term on the right-hand side of (5.12). For

Pun ^ 0, we have

(5.14)

WkHi, G < «W,.

*) = CÄ("*.*).

where i//=/Jí?ft/|[/?77;i||1 G and therefore ||i//||j Q - 1. It follows from (4.6) that

B(iïh,iP) = B(ufl,\p)

r
+ Jg

N
Z "„ [DAÍa^uyit) + atjDtuD^ + ¿,(0^)0] dbe
<',7= 1

= 5(«ft,£)+/.
Since uft satisfies (5.3) and supp (to) C G', we have
fi(ÍTft, 0) = £(«„, £ - t?) + / for any t? e S£, r(G).
In view of (2.3) and the definition of /, it follows that

B(uh,xy)<C(h\\uh\\lG

+IMo,G')-

Applying Lemma 4.1 with e = uh and Ae = 0 and G' in place of G0, we obtain

(5-15)

B(uh, xp)<C(h\\uh\\^ G + \\u„\LPt g)-

The estimate (5.7) now easily follows from (5.12), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), which
completes the proof.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied; then

(5-16)

IMl.Go^'KILp,

G-

where C = C(p, GQ, G, aif, b{, c).
Proof. Let G0 CC G, CC ••• CC Gp + 2 = G be concentric spheres. Lemma
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5.1 applies to each pair G- CC G+ j (with possibly different constants C).

We

have from (5.5) that

Hh,G,<CflHh,G,+

l + \K\Lp,Gj+l)-

Starting with / = 0 and iterating p + 1 times, we obtain

(5-17)

Kill, G0 <c(A" + 1Kll1> Gp+l + KILp, gp + 1)-

Now, let Gh, Gp + , CC Gh CC Gp + 2 = G, be as in A.3, then it follows from (2.4)
and (2.5) that

(5.18)

^+1IK«i,Gp+1<Ä,'+1K»i,Gft<CIKILp,Gl,<C'KiLp,.G-

The inequality (5.16) now follows immediately from (5.17) and (5.18).
We shall now prove a local version of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied, then (5.1),

(5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) hold with £20 and £2 replaced by G0 and G, concentric
spheres satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.1.

Proof. Let G0 CC G' CC G' CC G CC £2, and to = 1 on G', to G G" (G')
O

and set u = to«. Let Tit G S k r(G) be the unique solution of

(5.19)
Now

B(u -Tu,ip)
\\u - Tu ||, t G < C

= Ae(ip) \/ipGShki r(G).
sup

B(u - Tu, v)/\\v\\,_ G

vGHï(G)

(5.20)

B(u-Tu,v-P*v)

<CveThG)~

"i,

_

„

Ae(p v)

G o +INIi,g'

where P*v G Shk ,(G) satisfies (5.9). Hence, for any t? G Shk r(G),

(5.21)

5(iT - 7ÍT,u - />*u)= B(u - 77,u - />*u)< C||ÍT- 77II,Gl|u||,_ G,

where we have used (5.11).

(5.22)

Also

Ae(P*v) < |He||,f G\\P*v\\u G < \\Ael\lt 0Wt,

g-

It follows now from (5.20), (5.21), (5.22) and (2.1) that

\\u-Tu\\i G<c(

inf

IÍT-íjII, G+ll4ell. G\

\r,eSkir(G)

J

(5.23)

<C(A/-1|I«II/ G +II4JI, G),
for 1 < / ^ r.
Let us now estimate

(5.24)

I«-«»It,

\\u - un\\l

G

G0 < II"- raili. G0 + 11^-"7,Hi, Go-

Certainly, Eqs. (3.4) and (5.19) hold for all ip G S\ r(G'0). Subtracting these
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two equations, we have

B(uh -Tu,ip) = 0 yip G §1 r(G'0),
and we may apply Lemma 5.2 to un - Tu, with G0 and G replaced by G0 and

G0, respectively. It follows then from (5.16) that

K-^ili,G0<ciK-7iriLp>Gb
(5-25>

<qilB-«jLp,

g0 + \\u-Tu\LPt

Gb)

<c(iieii_p,G +iitr-7irii,jG).
Hence, (5.24) becomes

II" "«ftHi, G0 <C(\\u-

Tu\\lt G + ||e|Lpj G)

and, applying the estimate (5.23), we have

(5-26)

Hi, G0 <C(h''1 Hu||lfG + l|e|Lp> o + IHelli, G),

which proves a local analogue of (5.6) and hence of (5.1) (with s = I by simply
taking Ae = 0). Let us now prove the local analogues of (5.1) (with s = 0) and

(5.5). We first apply Lemma 4.1 to the spheres G0 and G' and obtain

(5.27)

l|e||0j Go <C(A||e||1>Q. + ||e|Lp, 0> + AMell1,G' + UeW0tc0-

Applying the estimate (5.26) to (5.27), with G0 and G replaced by G' and G,
respectively, we obtain the desired result

(5-28)

Ho, G0 < <&Mk, G + II^ILp,G + "Melll, G + IHJo. G)-

We now turn to the proof of a local version of (5.2).

Let 2 < s < k, GQ CC

Gft CC G, CC G. Then, for any t? G Shk ,(£2,),

IIe",, g0 < II" - v\\s, g + Wv- u„\\s, Gh < II" - 7711,,
g + a'-^iItj - uju
<||u-tï|,Sj

G +A1-í||U-77llljG

Gh

+A1-s||e||1Gi,

where we used (2.4). We now choose 17 satisfying (2.1) and estimate

||e||, G

using (5.26) with Ae = 0 and Gt in place of G0. We obtain
(5-29)

Ms, Go < C(hl-s\\u\\K c + h'-s\\e\\_Pi

G),

which completes the proof.

Proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Let d = min (dQ/2, dJ2) where <i0=
dist (£20, 9£2,). Cover £20 with a finite number of spheres G0(xf), i = 1, •'•, m,
centered at x( G £20 with diam G^x^ - d. Let G(xf), i = I, ••', m, he
corresponding concentric spheres with diam G(xf) = 2d. Applying (5.26) and (5.28)

we have for s = 0, 1 and 1 < / < r,
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(5 30)

"*"*' G0(X/)< Cí(A/-ÍM'' GW + MLp' G^
<Ci.(Aí-||u||zni+||e|LP)í2i)

and from (5.29) for 2 < s < k and s<Kr,

(5.31)

Hell,,G0(xi)<Ci(h'-s\\u\\li ni +A1-í||e|Lp,

0l).

The inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) follow from (5.30) and (5.31), which concludes
the proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.2 follows precisely in the same

way from the inequalities (5.26) and (5.28) with the help of (3.6). We shall leave
the details to the reader.
6. Convergence of Difference Quotients.

The estimates for the error and its

derivatives given in the previous section are valid, for example, for subspaces Sk r

which may be defined on nonuniform meshes. In this section, we shall consider
subspaces which have certain translation invariant properties (which are satisfied, for
example, by spline subspaces on a uniform mesh). This will allow us to obtain some

results concerning the rate of convergence of difference quotients of the approximation
un to derivatives of u.

Let p = (/ij, ••*, pN) be a multi-integer. We define the translation operator

T%"to = v(x + ph)
and the forward difference quotients

where / is the identity operator and, for any multi-index
°ft" - ° "

We consider difference operators

(6.1)

"ft, l

a,

°ft, ¿v"-

Qn of order 777 of the form

Qhu= Z

cvßrn^u,

v, \ß\<m

where the CVß axe the constants and all but a finite number of the CVß vanish.
We note that Qhu may be written as a linear combination of translation operators
with coefficients which depend only on A.
In what follows, we shall make use of the discrete Leibnitz rule

Our additional assumption on the subspaces Sk r(£2) is as follows:
A.4. Let v be any multi-integer, fixed but arbitrary, and let £20 CC £2,, then
there exists an At (in general depending on v, £20 and £2t) such that for all

AG(0, AJ

(6-2)

n**k,

rOfii) V*es*

(Í20).
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We shall now prove
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and in
addition A.4 holds. Let Qn be a finite difference operator of order m of the form
(6.1). // 1 < / < r, uGHm+l(Q.l)
and p is any nonnegative integer, fixed but
arbitrary, then there exists an h0 such that for all A G (0, A0]

(6-3)

llô„e||0>„0 <C(h'Ml

+ mi a. + ||e|Lp, ßl),

where C = C(p, £20, £2,, aif, b¡, c).
Proof.

Let us first remark that the proof in the case that B(u, u) has constant

coefficients is almost an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and A.4. For, if

£20 CC £20 CC £2,, then it is easily seen that for A sufficiently small

(6.4)

B(Qhe, ip)= B(e, Q*ip)= 0 VipG Shk ,(£20).

Here, Q* is the difference operator adjoint to Qn. Noticing that for p = m + p,

llôfteILp',n' < CIHI-p, ii0. we may apply Theorem5.1, with £20,£20 and p
replacing £20, £2, and p, respectively, and (6.3) follows immediately.

For the case of variable coefficients, we first note that any difference operator of
the form (6.2) is a linear combination of products of translations and difference

quotients which commute.

It is obviously sufficient to prove (6.3) in the case that
Qne = Tvhbae. We shall first show that

(6.5)

Well,,

„o <C(A'-1H"ll/
+ |a|, a. + l|e||_p>
„,).

Our proof will proceed by induction.

(6-6)

Since

llalli, n0<l|c||i.«o

for A sufficiently small, the inequality (6.5), in the case |a| = 0, follows immediately

from (6.6) and (5.1).
Let us now assume that
strict ourselves to estimating

\a\>

1. In view of the inequality (6.6), we may re-

bae.

Let us investigate the equation

satisfied by

bae.

For ease of computation, we shall assume that B(u, u) is of the form

f

B(u,v) = ]ni

N

Z

aifD^DfV dx;

i,i= 1

the lower order terms can be handled in exactly the same manner.

Using the Leibnitz

rule, we have
N

B(bae,tp)= /ßi

Z

b^D^.ip

dx

1.7= 1

-Jii.z

z(alha-\n-ß^i^dx.

It follows, in a manner similar to that used in proving (6.4), that, for A sufficiently
o.

small, the first integral on the right-hand side of (6.7) vanishes for all ip G Sk¡ r (£20).
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Therefore, for \a\ = t + l,

(6.8) B(b"e,
ip)=Ae(ip)
=- J« £
i,,= l

Z i 1 „V"~Vft^ ^D.eD.xp
dx
0<a\"

7

where \ß\ < t. We may therefore apply Theorem 5.2 with bae replacing e, and

£20 and £20 replacing £2j. For A sufficiently small and £20 CC £20 CC £2q CC
£2,, we have

(6.9)

"¿An'

0

<C Z

1/31
« t

113^11,,
„»
°

By our induction hypothesis, we have for each |j3| < t

(6.10)

113^11^
n„ <C(A'-1|l"ll/+i, n, + IMLP>„,)■

The inequality (6.5) now easily follows from (5.6), (6.9) and (6.10).
The proof of (6.3) now follows from (6.4) and (5.5) in the same manner. One

only has to observe that, in place of (6.9), one has the inequality

i^"o,ü0<c

£h9H,üö

The details will be left to the reader.
Our next concern is the convergence of difference quotients of uh to derivatives
of u. We shall say that a difference operator Qh = 0% of order \a\ approximates
a derivative Da with order of accuracy t in L2, if for any pair of domains £20 CC

£2,

(6.11)

\\Dau- 0,"llo, ii0 < C&o, í2,)/ífll«llí+|a|>ni,

for all A sufficiently small and u CHt+ |a|(£21).
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied and
let Qah approximate

D01 with order of accuracy

a nonnegative integer, fixed but arbitrary.

r in L2. Furthermore,

let p be

There exists an A, > 0 such that for all

AG(0,A,]

(6.12)

llöa"-ßXllo,üo<C(^ll"IUlal,n,

+HeILp,nj).

vvAere C = C(p, £20, £2,, aijt b¡, c).
We remark that, in contrast to the results of Theorem 5.1, Theorem 6.2 says

that if u is sufficiently smooth on £2, and ß^

a sufficiently good approximation

to D01,then the rate of convergence of Gf^uh to Da is of order hr plus the

term ||e|LPj n(.
Proof.

The proof is obvious because of the inequality

UD"u- QXUo, ü0 < WDau
- ß>ll0, no + IIÖ^e||0,„„•
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7. Examples. In this section, we shall exemplify the theory given in the previous sections by considering specific methods for approximating specific elliptic

boundary value problems on a bounded domain £2 CC R^.

In what follows, we

shall assume that the subspaces Sk r(Q.) C Hk(!L~l),k > 1, used in approximating
the solution, are such that their restrictions to a given subdomain

£2, CC £2 satisfies

the assumptions At, A2 and A3. Several examples of such subspaces have been
given in Section 2.
For the purposes of our applications, we shall further assume that Sk r(£2) has
the following approximation property on £2: There exists a constant C independent

of u and A such that for k < t < r and all u G lP(Çl)

(7.1)

inf
\esfc,

Z ^'ll"-UJI;. n<OitMt,rl.
r<">

7=1

We shall sometimes use subspaces Sk r(£l) whose elements are required to vanish

on 3£2. In this case, we shall require that (7.1) hold only for u G //'(£2) C\Hl(£l).
The assumption (7.1) holds for the examples cited in Section 2, provided for instance
£2 is a Lipschitz domain. If additional requirements on the subspaces are needed when

considering a specific method, we shall indicate this at that time.
Example 1. 7?zeNeumann Problem. Let £2 be a bounded domain in R^ with
smooth boundary 3£2. Let u he a solution of

(7 2)

- Aw + u =/ in £2,
bu/bn = 0 on 3£2,

where bu/bn

is the outward normal derivative of u to 3£2. Let un G Sk r(£2) be
the approximate solution defined by

(7.3)

r

N 9"ft bio

B(uh,ip)= Jn Z ri= 1

for all ipGS^

r

c

rf dx + J^ uhipdx=j Jipdx = B(u,ip)

i

i

,.(£2). Here Sk ,.(£2) need not satisfy any conditions on 3£2 and

any one of the previous examples of subspaces can be used. We note that this procedure is well defined if /G//_1(£2)

(74)

and that in general

ll"Hi,ii <C|ll/IILt,n,
K+a,n<C(«)l/\n
if 0<*

It was shown in [7], that, if (7.1) holds, then for e = u - uh

(7-5)

|el,_.
n<IIMII,_, o < Or"-2+'II«
||, n,
\\2-rn<\\\eW\2-r,n<Ch'-2
+ t\\u\\t¡CÍ,

Kt<r,r>l.

If £20 CC £2, CC £2, then our interior Eqs. (2.1) are satisfied for A sufficiently
small and, using the inequality

||e||2_;. n

< ||e||2_,. n, we obtain from Theorem
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5.1 that, if u G Hr(üx) n //2(£2), then

(7.6)

Helo,n0 <C/t'(N|r, n, + IM*. n>-

If u GLf(nx) n//1 (£2), then

(7.7)

H1>„0<CA'-1(ll«llr, n, +ll"ll,,ii)-

We note that the best estimates one can obtain on all of £2 for any u G /T(£2) is

Hello,
n <CArll«llr,
n.-

Hi, „ <C>V~!ll«ll,,
„.

In contrast to those, (7.6) and (7.7) say that we obtain quasi-optimal estimates in
Z.2(£20) and /T1(Í20) provided in both cases 77G/ir(£21) and «G//2(£2) and
//!(£2), respectively.

It follows from interior a priori estimates for elliptic equations

that (7.6) and (7.7) may be replaced by

(7-8)

Ho,n0<CA'(|l/H;-2>n1

+H/llo,ii)

and

(7.9)

H1)íío<C,A'-1(||/||r_2>ni

+lll/IIL,,n),

respectively.
In this particular problem, we are at liberty to choose our subspaces to be defined

on a uniform mesh; hence, the results of Section 6 on difference quotients are

applicable.
If a is any multi-index and (2^ is a finite difference operator of the form
(6.1) which approximates Da with order of accuracy r, then, for A sufficiently
small, we obtain from Theorem 6.2 that

(7.10)

'

IID^-ßXlIo,

a0 <Ch'(\\u\\r+M, o, + H"ll2,n)-

One can show that in terms of data

(7.11)

\\^«-QÏ«n\\o,Sl0<C*''(\\f\\r+M-2,rli

+ ll/ll0, „).

Example 2. The Dirichlet Problem, Babu&ka's Method of Lagrange Multipliers

and Two Methods of Nitsche. In BabuSka [3] and Nitsche [12] and [13], methods
are introduced for approximating solutions of

(7.12)

- Au=f

in £2,

(7.13)

w= 0

on 3£2

(in [3] and [12] in general u = g on 3£2) in which the approximating subspace
need not satisfy boundary conditions.

In [3], the subspaces Sk r(£l) need not

satisfy any additional requirements and may be taken to be any one of the examples

given. However, another one-parameter family of subspaces is introduced, which are
defined only on 3£2 and which may be thought of as approximating the normal
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derivative of u on 3£2. In [12] and [13], subspaces are constructed which have
certain additional properties near 3£2. What is important here is that subspaces used
in these methods can be chosen to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1 and, if
£20 CC £2j CC £2 and A is sufficiently small, then the interior equations for all
of these methods are the same, i.e., of the form

r

* ô"„

bip

BK, ip)= jn Z 7~
-f dx = (f, ip)= B(u,ip) yipGShkr(£2,).
í=i 3*,- bx.
It was shown in [7] that the estimate (7.5) is valid for all three of these
methods provided 3£2 is smooth and hence it follows that the error estimates
(7.6), (7.7) and (if a uniform mesh is used on £2,) (7.10) remain valid. We remark
that the same estimates hold if in (7.12) the Laplacian is replaced by any second
order elliptic operator of the form (1.4), such that the corresponding boundary
value problem has a unique solution.

Example 3. Dirichlet's Problem on the Unit Square. Let us again consider the
problem (7.12), (7.13) on £2 in R2 where £2 = {x\ 0 <x¡ < 1, 7=1,2}.
We
shall approximate

u using subspaces Sk r(Q,) which vanish on 3£2. Let un G

Sk r(£2) be the approximate solution defined by

(7.14)

r

B(un,ip) = )n

2

9"

3u5

Z 77T ¿T dx = (f, ip)= B(u, ip) yip G S* r.

In order to obtain interior estimates, we estimate lle||2_,. n. We shall show
that the estimate (7.5) remains valid here. The basic idea in obtaining this estimate
in this case may be found in [18]. For completeness, we shall outline the proof.
Now
(715)

H2_r,n

=

SUP

(e,v)/\\v\\r_2n.

uecô(n)

For each u G C~ (£2), let xp be the solution of (7.12), (7.13) with /= u. In
general, solutions of (7.12), (7.13) need not be smooth even for smooth / and the
best one can say is that, if /G C°(£2), then u G /73-e(£2) n Hl(£l) for any e > 0.
However, in the case that u G Cq (£2), then, in fact, xpG C°°(£2) and the a priori
estimate

(7.16)

W\St r<C||t7||s_2sn,

0<s,

holds, where C is independent of u and depends only on s. In order to see this,
we notice that

xp may be continued to a square domain G where £2 C G as a

solution of - Axp = g

in G, xp= 0 on 3G where

gCC^

(G), g = u on £2.

This is done by repeated reflection of xp across the edges as an odd function.

It
then follows from standard interior estimates for solutions of (7.12) that xp is C°°

on every subdomain of G and hence on £2. The estimate (7.16) is valid for
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smooth solutions. Hence, for any 7?G s£ r, we have, using (7.14), that (e, u)
-(e,Axp) = B(e,xp) = B(e,xp-n)

(7.17)

l(e, u)|<||e||li2

or

inf

||* - n\\u n < CA'"1 Hell,,n|W|r> n.

^Sk,

r

In view of (7.17), (7.16), (7.15) and the fact that un is the best approximation

in Sk , to u in Hl (£2), the inequality (7.5) now follows. This immediately im-

plies that the estimates (7.10), (7.6) and (7.7) are valid in this case, even though
there are corners. However, the method of proof of the estimate (7.4) depends very
much on the fact that the interior angles of £2 are 7r/2. We shall now treat the
case of the ¿-shaped membrane where we are generally not able to show that (7.5)

holds.
Example 4. Dirichlet's Problem on the L-shaped Membrane.

We again consider

(I m (7.12) and (7.13) where £2 is the ¿-shaped

(-1,1)

domain (see figure). For our subspace, we
choose Sk r(£l) = S'J 2 to be piecewise linear

functions on a uniform triangulation of £2
which vanish on 3£2 and again denote by

(-1,0)

un the approximate solution determined by

(0,-1)

(7.14). Now, in general, if / is C°°(£2) or
even Cq (£2), then the most one can say of
solutions u of (7.12), (7.13) is that u G
Hs'/3~e(Sl)nH\Sl)
for any e > 0. The

(l.-l)

following estimate (cf. [9]) is valid for any fGH

ll"H5/3-e, n<c«/IL
We shall now estimate

l|e||_Pj n.

H_p(n=

i'3

e(£2),

1/3-6, n-

For any p > 0, we have

sup («.«yiMlp, iiuec0

00

Again, let Axp = v on £2, xp = 0 on 3£2; then, in general, xp GHs/3"e(Q.)

for

any e > 0 (in contrast to the unit square where xpG C°°(£2)). We then have for
any 77G S\ 2(£2)

(e, u) = - (e, Ai//) = B(e, iy) = B(e, xp- t?) < ||e|| 1,

inf

ii

nés"
<CA4/3-2e||w||

Ü5/3-«, ii"VII5/3-e,

||i// - tjIIi n

2(ii)

ii-

From this it follows that for any p > 0

(7.18)

lleLp, s cc(e)A4/3-2eINs/3_e,n.

Hence, in general, the convergence seems to be no better in any negative norm than
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in ¿2(£2). In particular, for all uGH5'3

(7-19)

Ikllo, n<

6, we have

CA4/3-2e||W||5/3_ein,

where C is independent of A and u.

If we apply the estimate (7.18) to the results of Theorem 5.1, we see that for
all t/G//2(£2,) (here r = 2)
(7.20)

||e||0; „o <C(A2||«||2,

nj

+A4/3-2e||W||5/3_e|

„).

Hence, for A small, the order of convergence is A4'3_2e

which is no better

than that over all of £2 and the estimate (7.20) yields nothing new since (7.18) is

also trivially valid with ||e||0) n replaced by ||e||0 n .
In some sense, this inequality is sharp. Following an idea of BabuSka,one can

show that, for each A, there exists a function u = lfi

H0, ii0 = AÜ*-Mo,

such that

n0 >CA4/3-||C/ft||5/3_e;

n.

We shall not give the details here.
However, we note that this does not say that for a given fixed u the rate of
convergence in the interior is not higher than A4'3-6

This is an open question at

this time.
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